Real-time monitoring and control: Siemens supplies management system for liquid bulk storage and distribution terminal on Taman Peninsula in Russia

Siemens Belgium is installing an integrated Manufacturing Execution System (MES) at a new tank farm on the Taman Peninsula, in Russia's Krasnodar region. The order was awarded by the United Transport and Forwarding Company OTEKO, which intends to use the system to manage operating schedules in the tank terminal. All data collected from the MES can be called up in real time, which results in optimized operational control. Specific components like order and access management or stock accounting cover typical terminal management needs. Delivery of the MES is scheduled for commissioning during the second half of 2011.

Siemens Russia is currently commissioning the electrical and automation equipment of the liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), crude oil and fuel oil terminal on the Taman peninsula. To further maximize the performance of the terminal complex, the transportation company OTEKO has also awarded a contract for the installation of Sitas IT, the Siemens Terminal Automation System. This industry specific IT package is based on Simatic IT, the MES from Siemens. It will be supplied by Siemens S.A. Belgium, the competence center for tank terminals within the Industry Solutions Division.

Sitas IT organizes and manages all operational sequences. In addition, all tank terminal processes and IT components are collected, coordinated and presented graphically. The result is a transparent and dynamic view of the plant's operation. Several components like order execution, stock management, access management and other operational components help manage specific manufacturing tasks. As an example, the order execution component transforms planned tasks into operational orders, which greatly optimizes the entire process. The stock management component takes care of accounting and inventory of stock; this feature ensures higher overall equipment effectiveness as a result of increased throughput and reduced turnaround time. The access management component provides the means to handle on-site logistics where needed. Operational components such as reception, storage, handling and delivery support loading and
unloading operations. All data for any production step that has been collected by Sitas IT are available in real time, and can be aggregated for key performance indicators (KPIs). This information can be used to make detailed performance analyses of individual parts of the tank terminal and to analyze downtimes.

Additional IT components as well as third-party packages can be directly plugged into the MES framework, where they are managed in a consistent way. This allows OTEKO to quickly implement existing applications. In addition, easily configurable interfaces secure the integration to the other IT levels.

The transportation company OTEKO manages the rail tank car fleets of the privately owned Russian rail transport companies JSC SFAT and JSC Russkiy Mir. To provide southern export facilities for LPG, OTEKO has built a large transshipment terminal complex for liquefied hydrocarbons on the Black Sea coast. Around 9.5 million tons annually of crude and fuel oil, and 1 million tons of LPG, arriving by rail at the terminal will be reloaded onto vessels for export.

Further information on solutions for liquid bulk terminals, distribution terminals and airport fueling systems is available at: http://www.siemens.com/tankterminals
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The Siemens Industry Sector (Erlangen, Germany) is the worldwide leading supplier of environmentally friendly production, transportation and building technologies. With integrated automation technologies and comprehensive industry-specific solutions, Siemens increases the productivity, efficiency and flexibility of its customers in the fields of industry and infrastructure. In fiscal 2010, which ended on September 30, 2010, revenue from continuing operations of the Industry Sector (excluding Osram) totaled around €30.2 billion. At the end of September 2010, Siemens Industry Sector had around 164,000 employees worldwide without consideration of Osram. Further information is available on the Internet at: www.siemens.com/industry.

The Siemens Industry Solutions Division (Erlangen, Germany) is one of the world’s leading solution and service providers for industrial and infrastructure facilities comprising the business activities of Siemens VAI Metals Technologies, Water Technologies and Industrial Technologies. Activities include engineering and installation, operation and service for the entire life cycle. A wide-ranging portfolio of environmental solutions helps industrial companies to use energy, water and equipment efficiently, reduce emissions and comply with environmental guidelines. With around 29,000 employees worldwide (September 30), Siemens Industry Solutions posted sales of €6.0 billion in fiscal year 2010. www.siemens.com/industry-solutions

The Siemens Industry Automation Division (Nuremberg, Germany) is a worldwide leader in the fields of automation systems, industrial controls and industrial software. Its portfolio ranges from standard products for the manufacturing and process industries to solutions for whole industrial sectors that encompass the automation of entire automobile production facilities and chemical plants. As a leading software supplier, Industry Automation optimizes the entire value added chain of manufacturers – from product design and development to production, sales and a wide range of maintenance services. With around 33,000 employees worldwide (September 30), Siemens Industry Automation posted sales of €6.2 billion in fiscal year 2010. http://www.siemens.com/industryautomation